Introduction
Consider an open, connected and proper subdomain D of Euclidean tz-space Rn, ft ) 2. Following [GO] we define the quasi-hyperbolic [BP] . For domains in .R", the quasi-hyperbolic metric provides a useful substitute for the hyperbolic metric. Applications can be found, for example, in [GM] , [GP] , lcol, [H] , [S] and [SS2] . The [BP] .) In general, Hölder domains are bounded and multiply connected domains.
Our motivation for this paper stems from our interest in the geometry of Hölder domains and the Poincard inequality. In [SS2] Corollary 4 we showed that the volume of the boundary of a Hölder domain is 0, and we asked whether the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary must be less tha^n n. This was known for John domains by the results in [MV] ; see also Theorem a in [SS2] . It is a consequence of part (b) It is immediate that po is a Carleson measure with norm bounded by a öonstant independent of D; that is, for an arbitrary cube Q' C R, p(e,x d(e)) 3 c.n'L(Q'). It follows that the sweep of p, Su@): I Po@-t)dp(t,y) where pr (t) is the Poisson kernel on .R', is a function of bounded mean oscillation with norm less than an absolute constant. See [C2] or Chapter 6 in [G] 
Remark. We were led to this theorem by similar results, for simply connected planar regions, in [CJ] and [M] .
Proof. By a dilation argument, we may assume that 6s : 1. Fix f ) 0 and j )1, andsuppos. Q e W satisfies d,(Q)<exp(-tj) and e CDi\D;_r. First assume that 1 < j s 4. From Lemma 2.1 in [GP] ho,-r(*o,Ti-2(us;r)) = kr(*o,Ti-z(crs;")) S j -3.
Since 16 = d(Q) < exp(-tj) and lj is large we obtain from Lemma 2 that (2.7) Mi-z(a)i (.r*)"*' .ki:-,(rs,ri-z(cro;,)) ) *+Li. [GM] or [SS2] , and by Corollary 4 [SS2] , the Euclidean measure of its boundary is 0. Thus we may apply Theorem 3.12 [MV] Remark. An alternate proof of Corollary 3 ca^n be based on Theorem 2 (a) implies (b) and Theorem 9 of [SS2] .
In [SS2,  tP] or [SS1] . Thus (3.3) can be restated as 
